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Changes over Revision 1
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Changes over Revision 0
Changed the title (Previously: "A safer interface for std::aligned_storage") and removed std::aligned_storage_for
Merged the content from "Additional usage" into "Existing usage" and removed the "Additional usage" section
Added "Suggested replacement" section
Added "Wording" section
Major edits
At Kona 2019, LEWG-I voted to update the paper by removing the new proposed interface ( std::aligned_storage_for ) and
instead deprecating std::aligned_storage and std::aligned_union
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Preface
For simplicity, this paper will use the term aligned_* to refer to all of the types that fall under the same category. This includes
standard types such as std::aligned_storage and std::aligned_union , their *_t counterparts, Boost's many
implementations from which the standard types were inspired and other utilities such as absl::aligned_storage_t [1] and
folly::aligned_storage_for_t [2].

Additionally, std::aligned_* is used to specifically refer to those from the standard.

Proposal
std::aligned_* should be deprecated in the standard to make clear to users of the standard library that they are not to be used

and may be removed in the future.

Background
aligned_* are harmful to codebases and should not be used. At a high level:

Using aligned_* invokes undefined behavior (The types cannot provide storage.)
The guarantees are incorrect (The standard only requires that the type be at least as large as requested but does not put an
upper bound on the size.)
The API is wrong for a plethora of reasons (See "On the API".)
Because the API is wrong, almost all usage involves the same repeated pre-work (See "Existing usage".)

On the API
std::aligned_* suffer from many poor API design decisions. Some of these are shared, and some are specific to each. As for
what is shared, there are three main problems:

Using reinterpret_cast is required to access the value
::type is not automatically resolved

There is no upper bound on the size of ::type
The first of these is pretty self explanatory. There is no .data() or even .data on std::aligned_* instances. Instead, the API
requires you to take the address of the object, call reinterpret_cast<T*>(...) with it, and then finally indirect the resulting
pointer giving you a T& . Not only does this mean that it cannot be used in constexpr, but at runtime it's much easier to
accidentally invoke undefined behavior. reinterpret_cast being a requirement for use of an API is unacceptable.
The second of these problems has already been somewhat addressed with the creation of std::aligned_storage_t and
std::aligned_union_t in C++14, but that doesn't stop programmers from making mistakes. Writing
std::aligned_storage<t_size, t_align> t_storage; looks and feels right, but it's very wrong (missing typename and
::type ). In fact, because of the first problem mentioned, it's easy to not catch this second problem when it happens.
reinterpret_cast will do what you tell it to do, even if that means taking a type that is the wrong size

( std::aligned_storage<t_size, t_align> ) and reading it through its address as if it was the type you intended
( std::aligned_storage<t_size, t_align>::type ).
The third is more of a defect in the standard, but it applies to both types and thus should be noted here. The language of the
standard only says ::type needs to be at least as big as requested. It fails to actually limit what the size can be. This has the
potential to result in more memory being used than is needed (especially for arrays of std::aligned_* where the extra unused
bytes are multiplied by the number of elements in the array).
As for what specifically plagues std::aligned_storage , there are two key problems:
The template has no type arguments
The second template argument is defaulted
std::aligned_storage takes in, as nontype template parameters, two arguments of size_t . These denote the size of the

storage and the alignment of the storage. Except in very rare cases, the alignment parameter should always be in lock-step with
the size parameter. If you're passing in sizeof(T) , you should be passing in alignof(T) (see "Existing usage"). In fact, this is
so important, Facebook released folly::aligned_storage_for_t [2] for this exact purpose.

Not only are the template arguments not what they probably should be, but the second one actually has a default value. Nothing in
the compiler is going to stop you from writing std::aligned_storage_t<sizeof(T)> . The second parameter, the alignment, has
an implementation-defined default value that may or may not be sufficient for T (it's not required to support over-aligned types!). If
the programmer happens to know that the default is correct for their use-case, then I suppose this is ok. But quite frankly, allowing
the alignment parameter to be silently incorrect is not good API design and was a mistake.
The problems specific to std::aligned_union are less awful, but still not desirable:
The leading size_t parameter is pointless
Size and alignment deduction is inconsistent with std::aligned_storage
std::aligned_union takes in its template parameters a single size_t and then a variadic list of types. From there, it deduces

the size and alignment of every type and then uses the maximum of those values for the actual storage. In addition to deducing the
max size of the types provided, the leading size_t is the minimum size for the storage. Even if all types are smaller, the
std::aligned_union will be no smaller than that provided minimum.

The thing is, needing a minimum size is uncommon, at best. Most of the usage is of the form std::aligned_union_t<0, Ts...> .
Having to pass in a 0 just to meet the API is strange. If readers happen to have context and have worked with aligned_* before,
they can likely understand why the author put it there. But if they're new to these types and aren't familiar with the API of
std::aligned_union , it is puzzling to see. It isn't immediately clear what the programmer was intending. Do they want a zerosized storage object or are they simply passing in a value to meet the awkward API?
Additionally, deducing the size and alignment automatically is nice, but it's inconsistent with std::aligned_storage .
std::aligned_* types should almost certainly not have such radically different APIs. It leads to interesting uses such as
std::aligned_union_t<0, T> t_storage; (passing in only a single type). Did the author use std::aligned_union because of

the automatic size and alignment deduction? Or did they forsee a future where t_storage would be used to hold one of many
possible types and so far only added the first one? Since the APIs of std::aligned_* are different, the intent of the author in this
example becomes unclear.

Existing usage
NOTE: For this section, aligned_* will just refer to std::aligned_storage and friends (not std::aligned_union ).
aligned_* types are niche, being most useful for container types provided by utility libraries. Thus, to find how they are used in

practice, data was scraped from the implementation details of Folly, Boost and Abseil.
Across these three libraries, there are 95 distinct uses. Nearly 73% (69/95) of those uses are of the form
aligned_storage<sizeof(T), alignof(T)> (or some alternate spelling thereof). The vast majority of aligned_* 's use is simply

repeating the same process of taking a type and deducing its size + alignment manually to meet the API. [3]

By library it's 89% (8/9) for Abseil, 58% (11/19) for Folly, and 75% (50/67) for Boost (though notably this number increases to 88%
(23/26) for Boost.Container). All three libraries slightly or overwhelmingly favor the sizeof-alignof-T pattern when using
aligned_* . [3]

In addition to the main utility libraries of the world, the sizeof-alignof-T pattern appears in most of aligned_* 's usage across the
internet. The CppReference static_vector example for std::aligned_storage features the fullly spelled out version as
typename std::aligned_storage<sizeof(T), alignof(T)>::type . [4] Comments on StackOverflow, when using aligned_* ,

commonly follow the pattern, as well. [5][6][7][8] The pattern appears in wiki pages [9], blog posts [10][11][12] and in the source of
other libraries [13] and languages [14].
It seems that the reasonable conclusion to draw from this data is that the API was designed incorrectly. The primary usecase of "I
need a type that can provide storage for this T " is not being well satisfied by std::aligned_* .

Suggested replacement
The easiest replacement for aligned_* is actually not a library feature. Instead, users should use a properly-aligned array of
std::byte , potentially with a call to std::max(std::initializer_list<T>) . These can be found in the <cstddef> and
<algorithm> headers, respectively (with examples at the end of this section).

Unfortunately, this replacement is not ideal. To access the value of aligned_* , users must call reinterpret_cast on the
address to read the bytes as T instances. Using a byte array as a replacement does not avoid this problem. That said, it's
important to recognize that continuing to use reinterpret_cast where it already exists is not nearly as bad as newly introducing
it where it was previously not present.
It's reasonable to then conclude that perhaps the standard library should provide a typedef of such a byte array, making it easier to
switch. Such as this:
namespace std2 {
template <typename T>
using aligned_storage = alignas(T) std::byte[sizeof(T)];
}

Unfortunately, the alignas attribute is ignored on typedefs, since it can only be applied to objects. To demonstrate this:
template <typename T>
using unaligned_storage = std::byte[sizeof(T)];
// They're the same type!
static_assert(
std::is_same_v<
unaligned_storage<double>,
std2::aligned_storage<double>
>
);

Since users must apply alignas themselves, there doesn't seem to be much value in providing a typedef like
unaligned_storage in the standard, seeing as all it can deduce is the correct size.

With that, here are example replacement diffs in line with the suggestion of this paper:
// To replace std::aligned_storage...
template <typename T>
class MyContainer {
// [...]

+

private:
std::aligned_storage_t<sizeof(T), alignof(T)> t_buff;
alignas(T) std::byte t_buff[sizeof(T)];
// [...]
};

// To replace std::aligned_union...
template <typename... Ts>
class MyContainer {
// [...]

+

private:
std::aligned_union_t<0, Ts...> t_buff;
alignas(Ts...) std::byte t_buff[std::max({sizeof(Ts)...})];
// [...]
};

Wording
Move the entries in [meta.type.synop] for std::aligned_storage_t and std::aligned_union_t to [depr.meta.types].
Move the entries in [meta.trans.other] for std::aligned_storage and std::aligned_union to a new section under [depr]
(perhaps called [depr.meta.trans]).

References
[1] absl::aligned_storage_t
[2] folly::aligned_storage_for_t
[3] Gathered data
This data was gathered in January of 2019 for revision 0 of this paper. std::aligned_union was not part of the paper at the time,
so data about its usage was not collected. No effort was made to update the data for revision 1.
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YES
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Boost.Container
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Boost.Container
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Boost.Container
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Boost.Container

YES
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Boost.Container

YES
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Boost.Container

YES

NO
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Boost.Container

YES

NO
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Boost.Container

YES

NO
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YES
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YES
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YES

NO
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NO

YES
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NO

NO
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YES

NO
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NO

NO
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YES

NO
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Boost.Log
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NO
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NO
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YES

NO
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NO
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NO
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NO
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YES

NO
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YES

NO
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NO
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NO
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NO

NO
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NO
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NO
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YES

NO
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YES

NO
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Boost.Variant

NO

NO

variant.hpp:366-369

Abseil

YES

NO

mutex_nonprod.inc:255

Abseil

YES

NO
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Abseil

YES

NO

inlined_vector.h:1248-1249

Abseil

YES

NO

inlined_vector.h:1250-1251

Abseil

YES

NO

low_level_alloc.cc:222-223

Abseil

YES

NO

raw_hash_set.h:1156-1157

Abseil

YES

NO

raw_hash_set.h:1626-1627

Abseil

YES

NO

raw_hash_set.h:542-543

Abseil

NO

NO
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